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including in the areas of leveraged acquisitions, general corporate banking facilities for listed
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Taking stock! As UK businesses are ramping up their Brexit stockpiling we look at

whether ABL could help

With the UK due to leave the EU shortly, a number of leading retailers and wholesalers have announced that they

are building up stock in case Britain exits without a deal. Companies such as Unilever, which makes a number of

products well-known to British consumers, and Dixons Carphone have announced plans to stockpile goods in

order to mitigate any potential disruption at the border.  While it is anticipated that more and more businesses will

follow their lead if Parliament doesn’t find a resolution to the deal impasse soon and notwithstanding the

uncertainty created by the threat of a no-deal Brexit,  there is a real concern among British businesses that the

possible disruption in their supply chain will not outweigh the significant risk in holding extra stock.   Apart from

obvious tangible costs of overstocking, such as those resulting from having to expand warehousing space or

increase insurance, a big issue for CFOs…
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Discretionary powers in a receivables financing agreement

An asset-based lender failed to properly exercise its discretion when setting the level of a collection fee payable by

its customer under a receivables finance agreement.
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